
Practicum Opportunity Announcement  
for Classical Education Students 

 
UD’s K-12 classical curriculum team is looking for classical education students who are 
interested in completing their practicum by curriculum writing.  
 
The classical curriculum team seeks to assist teachers, administrators, schools, and homeschools 
through curricula and teacher training that are classical in both content and pedagogy. Our 
LogoCentric™ model of instruction integrates the arts of grammar, logic and rhetoric while 
teaching a breadth of history, geography, art and music. For more information about the classical 
curriculum team please visit https://k12classical.udallas.edu/k-12-curriculum/  
 
 
For Spring 2021 we have the following 2 practicum opportunities: 
 
 
Humanities Curriculum 
 
UD’s Agape Sophias humanities curriculum furnishes the poetic imagination through thoughtful 
encounters with classic works of art, literature, and music, as well as integrative experiences with 
natural laws described by mathematics and science. The lessons invoke curiosity and wonder, 
establishing a foundation for engaging conversations with students and thoughtful interactions 
with beautiful texts. The lessons guide students to think about and love the true, the good, and 
the beautiful. 
 
Practicum Requirements and Duties  
● Independently and collaboratively write lesson plans for a 7th grade curriculum that 

integrates literature, history, art, music, with a focus on medieval history and American 
history up to civil war.  

● The internship should require around 10-12 hours per week. 
● To apply please write a cover letter in which you explain your interest in this practicum 

and describe what you hope to contribute to this project. Send your letter to Adrienne 
Freas (afreas@udallas.edu). 

 
 
 
Latin Elementary (K-4th Grade) Curriculum 
 
UD’s Living Latin curriculum is a fully scripted teacher guide that provides linguistically rich as 
well as joyful and wonder-filled lessons through prayers, Bible verses, hymns, classical nursery 
rhymes, songs, poems, “Little Socratic Conversations,” storytelling, and beautiful classical picture 
books in Latin. The main objective of this program is to help students acquire Latin joyfully and 
meaningfully.  



 
Practicum Requirements and Duties  
● Latin teachers of any grade level and students with a good command of Latin but no 

Latin teaching experience are welcome to apply. Experience teaching elementary students 
is preferred but not required. 

● Independently and collaboratively write a teacher guide (scripted lessons) for a level 2 
elementary grade curriculum  

● The internship requires 10-12 hours per week. 
● To apply: contact Dr. Laura Eidt (lmeidt@udallas.edu) to either watch a 90 minute 

pedagogy overview video or read a 30-page pedagogy handbook. Then write a one-page 
response in which you briefly describe your understanding of the pedagogical principles 
and the curriculum components, and explain what you can contribute to this project. 


